
























Regulation is Information
PRODUCT QUALITY IS A DIGITAL SIGNAL 
B A L A J I  S .  S R I N I V A S A N



Overview 
- Tech is entering regulated industries 
- Billions in value is being created...and tons of controversy 
- Why is this happening? Because regulation is information 
- New tech permits a higher quality of product quality information



would be a key issue for the next billion-dollar businesses.
taxi cab regulations

Ten years ago, few would have predicted that



would be a key issue for the next billion-dollar business.
hotel regulations

Ten years ago, few would have predicted that



would be a key issue for the next billion-dollar businesses.
monetary policy

Ten years ago, few would have predicted that



Yet that’s exactly what happened
Startups that entered regulated industries created ultra-high-growth enterprises.



Billions of dollars, and tons of controversy
The pushback is real, but so is the innovation.
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Why is this trend happening now?

Why was regulation invented?

How is regulation being reinvented?3
What could we do?4



Why is this trend happening now?



First, what is a regulated marketplace?
A regulated marketplace involves (a) some kind of quality rating and (b) a mechanism to filter bad actors.

Quality rating 
Well-intentioned but low-quality 

vendors should not be in market.

Filtering of bad actors 
Separate category of malign actors also 

must be ID'd & filtered from market

A regulated marketplace 
The result: pay fixed cost to evaluate the 

regulator, no recurring diligence cost

BUYERS NOW TRUST REGULATOR  
(RATHER THAN INDIVIDUAL SELLERS)SELLERS RATED 

SELLERS SELLERS FILTERED 
SELLERS

RATED & FILTERED SELLERS



New technology is changing the 
nature of regulated marketplaces



New technology has been a key prerequisite
The buildout of new infrastructure is changing local & state regulation today, national & intl. tomorrow.

INFRASTRUCTURE BUILDOUT 
’90s–’00s

Broadband Internet 
Social Networks & Email 
Laptops & Mobile 
Billions of Global Users 

Everyone has internet, 
email, and smartphone

LOCAL & STATE 
Late ’00s–10s

Uber/Lyft: Taxi 
Airbnb: Hotel 
Tesla: Dealers 
Google Fiber: Zoning 

For the first time in 
decades you can fight 
city hall

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL 
2020s-onward

Genomics/QSelf: FDA 
Drones: FAA  
Web3: SEC, CFTC 
3D Printing: FDA, ITAR 

Newest innovations will 
mean national (and 
international) issues



State & Local Disruptors

Social Media was a Key Prerequisite
The infrastructure requirement was obvious.  
But social enabled not just features, but realtime regulations - and referendums on regulators.

Infrastructure Social Social Login



Social Media was a Key Prerequisite

Social ReviewsState & Local DisruptorsInfrastructure Social

The infrastructure requirement was obvious.  
But social enabled not just features, but realtime regulations - and referendums on regulators.



Social Media was a Key Prerequisite

Social RecruitingState & Local DisruptorsInfrastructure Social

The infrastructure requirement was obvious.  
But social enabled not just features, but realtime regulations - and referendums on regulators.



Social Media was a Key Prerequisite

Social RalliesState & Local DisruptorsInfrastructure Social

The infrastructure requirement was obvious.  
But social enabled not just features, but realtime regulations - and referendums on regulators.



State & Local Disruption



Lyft/Uber: Taxi Regulation
Disrupting artificial scarcity of taxi medallions resulted in 
regulatory conflict.



Airbnb: Hotel Regulation
Disrupting scarcity of hotel rooms results in regulatory conflict.



Tesla: Car Dealerships
Like the Apple Store, Tesla faces a patchwork of regulations in 
their attempt to sell direct to customers.



Google Fiber
Google Fiber was blocked by regulation in Mountain View.  
So they went national.



The local and state disruption 
is still ongoing...but what's next?



National & International Disruption



The Federal & International Collisions Are Underway
Real-world APIs for physical products and/or big industries are now coming online.

DRONES 
FAA

TELEMEDICINE 
FDA

GENOMICS 
FDA

3DP 
FDA

SELF DRIVING 
NHTSB

MOBILE HEALTH 
FDA

QSELF 
FDA

CRYPTO 
FINCEN, SEC



Drones: FAA
Are drones more like airplanes or RC aircraft?



Genomics: FDA
In the US, a prescription from an MD was required to see your 
medical genome.



Crypto: FinCEN
FinCEN wants all crypto exchanges to track identities  
for all transactions.



Crypto: SEC & CFTC
SEC & CFTC are very interested in Bitcoin and Ethereum.



3D Printing: Export Regulations
Like SSL and MOOCs, export regulations may be used to  
impose DRM on 3D printing.



Self-Driving Car: NHTSA
NHTSA proposed a federal ban on the self-driving car.



Quantified Self & mHealth: FDA
Apps and devices that measure substantive things may require  
multimillion dollar and multi-year approval process.



Quantified Self & mHealth: FDA
Apps and devices that measure substantive things may require  
multimillion dollar and multi-year approval process.



Quantified Self & mHealth: FDA
Apple's HealthKit is causing many more entrepreneurs to 
encounter the FDA.



Quantified Self & mHealth: FDA
The Apple Watch collided with the FDA in v1.



Regulatory Collisions Incoming
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Why was regulation invented?



Failures cause regulation 
9/11 (TSA), Thalidomide (FDA), Enron (SOX)



Something must be done. 
This is something. 
Therefore, this must be done.



Prevent terrorism with a TSA?
Intent: stop tech from being used in unsafe ways. Results: arguably doesn't work, inarguably huge side e!ects.

9/11

TSA Direct Failure  
(quantitative)

Unintended 
Consequences

Direct Failure  
(example)



Prevent financial malfeasance with an SEC?
Intent: stop corner cutting in corner o"ce. Results: arguably doesn't work, inarguably huge side e!ects.

Enron

SEC SOX Direct Failure  
(example)

Unintended 
Consequences

Direct Failure  
(quantitative)



Prevent side e!ects with an FDA?
Intent: stop side e!ects with pre-market review. Results: arguably doesn't work, inarguably huge side e!ects.

Thalidomide

FDA E"cacy Direct Failure  
(example)

Direct Failure  
(quantitative)

Unintended 
Consequences

Eroom’s Law



Eroom’s Law





Well-intended regulation  
has its own failures
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Why is this trend happening now?

Why was regulation invented?

How is regulation being reinvented?3
4 What could we do?



How is regulation being reinvented?



Four Principles for Reinventing Regulated Industries
The most successful tech companies in regulated industries use these four principles.

CHOICE 
Build to exercise jurisdictional choice

RESTRUCTURING 
Use technology to legalize demand

THE STATUS MOTIVE 
Align status incentives via PR/social

REGULATION 2.0 
Ultimately, become a better regulator



Principle 1: Mobility  
Build to exercise jurisdictional choice



Suppose you are a business in a regulated industry which wants to gain 
access to customers.

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



In a regulated industry, a local government serves as a gatekeeper customer 
for that jurisdiction.

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



But the law is a function of latitude and longitude, and a business can choose. 
A single jurisdiction strategy has the demerits of a sole supplier strategy.

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



Lyft/Uber monetize in California while being 
harassed in Texas.

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



Google Fiber couldn’t do it in Mountain View.  
So, they went national.

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



Blocked in Mountain View, they set up an auction  
of sorts. More than 1,100 cities applied to get 
Google to come.

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



Google did not ask for tax breaks; it asked only  
for the suspension of obsolete regulations. 

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



With choice, the hidden cost of regulation became 
apparent. 100X increase in speed at same cost!

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



Choice proved that local regulations held back tech. 
34 cities to follow - now including Mountain View.

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



Problem: Federal Regulation Restricts Choice Nationally 
Fiber/Airbnb/Lyft can employ choice because local & state 
laws vary. But what if federal regulations are imposed?

PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



Solution: for federal regulation, we generalize choice principle to international scale.
PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE



PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE
Problem: Harmonization Restricts Choice Internationally 
Single point of failure: one wrong regulator can be wrong 
for whole world. Ex: drones, self-driving cars. What then?



PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE
Solving international harmonization is perhaps the most 
important question in technology. 
Part of solution: Early adopter cities. 50 Silicon Valleys.



PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE
Solving international harmonization is perhaps the most 
important question in technology. 
Part of solution: Non-US countries as early adopters.



PRINCIPLE 1: CHOICE
Solving international harmonization is perhaps the most 
important question in technology. 
Part of solution: Special Economic Zones for new tech.



Four Principles for Reinventing Regulated Industries
The most successful tech companies in regulated industries use these four principles.

CHOICE 
Build to exercise jurisdictional choice

RESTRUCTURING 
Use technology to legalize demand

THE STATUS MOTIVE 
Align status incentives via PR/social

REGULATION 2.0 
Ultimately, become a better regulator



Principle 2: Restructuring 
Use technology to restructure a 
previously restricted transaction



MARKET TRANSACTION

A
BUSINESS

B
CUSTOMER

C
POWERFUL ACTOR

D
GOVERNMENT

$

+

–
+

POLITICAL TRANSACTION

Understanding the A/B/C/D of regulation. A sells, B buys. C su!ers some consequence, 
and gets D to ban.

PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING



A 
SELLER

B 
BUYER TRANSACTION OBJECTION

C 
BLOCKER

D 
GOVERNMENT

STARTUP 
RESTRUCTURING CONCEPT

Small business Customer 24 hour sales Late night noise Neighbor Local gov’t amazon.com  
24 hour

C Objection 
obviated

Payment company Vendor Direct sales Unlicensed  
money transmitter

Banks & 
competitors State gov’t Square fundraising 

for politicians D+ rev share

Car maker Car buyer Direct sales Unlicensed dealer Car dealers State gov’t Tesla direct 
showrooms D+ support

Private company Investor Buy shares Non-public sale Bank competitors SEC FB/Goldman 
SIV: non-US

D denied 
jurisdiction

Citizen driver Traveller Hail a cab Unlicensed taxicab Taxi unions Local/State gov’t Uber internet 
petition

A/B org  
via web vs. D

Startup Investor Buy shares Investor may  
lose money Legacy banks SEC Angel List  

online petition A/B petition of D+

Citizen host Traveller Sublet a room Illegal hotels Legacy hotels State gov’t Airbnb online 
booking D+ support

Car maker Customer Install video 
dashboard Distracted driving Other drivers NTSB Google  

self-driving car
C objection 

obviated

Plane inventor Test pilot Test new plane Possible harm  
to pilot

Concerned 
citizens, FAA FAA Unmanned drones C objection 

obviated

Many technology companies build value by restructuring the A/B/C/D of transactions.
PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING

http://amazon.com


A 
SELLER

B 
BUYER TRANSACTION OBJECTION

C 
BLOCKER

D 
GOVERNMENT
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online petition A/B petition of D+
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Car maker Customer Install video 
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self-driving car
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obviated

Plane inventor Test pilot Test new plane Possible harm  
to pilot
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citizens, FAA FAA Unmanned drones C objection 

obviated

Many technology companies build value by restructuring the A/B/C/D of transactions.
PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING

http://amazon.com


A B
CUSTOMER

C
NEIGHBOR

D
LOCAL GOV

$

+
–

+

A local store (A) tries to sell to customers (B) 24 hours per day. Neighbors (C) may 
complain about the noise and get local govt (D) to zone, restricting the transaction.

PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING

24H STORE
NOISE

ZONING



A B
CUSTOMER

C
NEIGHBOR

D
LOCAL GOV

$

+
–

+

With technology this transaction can be restructured. Amazon (A) can sell 24H per day 
to customers (B) without causing noise heard by neighbors (C). Govt (D) takes no action.

PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING

NO NOISE

NO ZONING

–



A 
SELLER

B 
BUYER TRANSACTION OBJECTION

C 
BLOCKER

D 
GOVERNMENT

STARTUP 
RESTRUCTURING CONCEPT

Small business Customer 24 hour sales Late night noise Neighbor Local gov’t amazon.com  
24 hour

C Objection 
obviated

Payment company Vendor Direct sales Unlicensed  
money transmitter

Banks & 
competitors State gov’t Square fundraising 

for politicians D+ rev share

Car maker Car buyer Direct sales Unlicensed dealer Car dealers State gov’t Tesla direct 
showrooms D+ support

Private company Investor Buy shares Non-public sale Bank competitors SEC FB/Goldman 
SIV: non-US

D denied 
jurisdiction

Citizen driver Traveller Hail a cab Unlicensed taxicab Taxi unions Local/State gov’t Uber internet 
petition

A/B org  
via web vs. D

Startup Investor Buy shares Investor may  
lose money Legacy banks SEC Angel List  

online petition A/B petition of D+

Citizen host Traveller Sublet a room Illegal hotels Legacy hotels State gov’t Airbnb online 
booking D+ support

Car maker Customer Install video 
dashboard Distracted driving Other drivers NTSB Google  

self-driving car
C objection 

obviated

Plane inventor Test pilot Test new plane Possible harm  
to pilot

Concerned 
citizens, FAA FAA Unmanned drones C objection 

obviated

Let's go through another example with Tesla, where the "externality" is simply lost revenue.
PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING

http://amazon.com


Like the Apple Store, Tesla faces a patchwork of 
regulations in their attempt to sell direct to customers.

PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING



A B
CUSTOMER

C
CAR DEALER

D
STATE GOVERNMENT

$

+
–

+

When Tesla sells direct to customers, car dealers lose revenue and petition the state 
government to ban.

PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING

REV LOSS

BAN DIRECT SALES



But Tesla got the federal government (D+) on their 
side due to the DOE loan program…

PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING



A B
CUSTOMER

C
CAR DEALER

D
STATE GOVERNMENT

$

+
–

+

D+
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

+
$

But Tesla got the federal government on their side (D+) due to the DOE loan program…
PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING

REV LOSS

BAN DIRECT SALES

DOE LOAN

POL. CAPITAL



A B
CUSTOMER

C
CAR DEALER

D
STATE GOVERNMENT

$

+
–

+

D+
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

+
$

So they can call in D+ to intervene with D, giving them backup.
PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING

REV LOSS

BAN DIRECT SALES

FED. INTERVENTION

DOE LOAN

POL. CAPITAL



A = Tesla, B = car buyer, C = dealers,  
D = state government, D+ = federal government.

PRINCIPLE 2: RESTRUCTURING



Four Principles for Reinventing Regulated Industries
The most successful tech companies in regulated industries use these four principles.

CHOICE 
Build to exercise jurisdictional choice

RESTRUCTURING 
Use technology to legalize demand

THE STATUS MOTIVE 
Align status incentives via PR/social

REGULATION 2.0 
Ultimately, become a better regulator



Principle 3: The Status Motive 
Regulators are motivated  
by ambit rather than profit



Regulators are not generally elected and often cannot be fired. With e!ectively infinite 
budget & time, they have di!erent incentives than startups.

PRINCIPLE 3: THE STATUS MOTIVE



But regulators are governed by press coverage 
and reputation. Harvard's Carpenter wrote the 
seminal book on this.

PRINCIPLE 3: THE STATUS MOTIVE



Social RalliesState & Local DisruptorsInfrastructure Social

The importance of reputation (likes!) is why social media is a key enabling 
technology for disrupting local- & state-regulated industries.

PRINCIPLE 3: THE STATUS MOTIVE



For example, with social media, companies can 
rally supporters directly to contest regulators.

PRINCIPLE 3: THE STATUS MOTIVE



Social can also organize individual users; voices 
often more sympathetic than companies.

PRINCIPLE 3: THE STATUS MOTIVE



Make it more profitable to work 
with than against

Competitors: Profit Motive

As an analogy, understanding the profit motive is key to dealing with competitors. 
Use product, BD, and legal to align profit motives of competitors w/ company.

PRINCIPLE 3: THE STATUS MOTIVE

Join 'em

Beat 'em



In the same way, understanding the status motive is key to dealing with regulators. 
Use PR and social media to align status incentives for regulators with company.

PRINCIPLE 3: THE STATUS MOTIVE

Regulators: Status Motive

Ban 'em

Clear 'em

Make it more popular to work 
with than against



Four Principles for Reinventing Regulated Industries
The most successful tech companies in regulated industries use these four principles.

CHOICE 
Build to exercise jurisdictional choice

RESTRUCTURING 
Use technology to legalize demand

THE STATUS MOTIVE 
Align status incentives via PR/social

REGULATION 2.0 
Ultimately, become a better regulator



Principle 4: Regulation 2.0 
Ultimately, become  
a better regulator



Regulators can provide useful informational & 
enforcement actions in a marketplace.

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0



With technology, we can provide realtime 
information & enforcement via star ratings.

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0



A company subsumes the information and 
enforcement functions of a traditional regulator.

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0



Let's compare legacy taxi medallions to a 
modern system like Lyft's.

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0

LYFT/UBER VS. MEDALLIONS

Customer sees full driver  
name, face, rating

Driver has full customer  
name, face, rating

Customer knows driver  
accepts card payment
Driver knows customer  
can provide payment

Both parties know  
bad actors are kicked o!

Both parties know  
ride GPS tracked to resolve disputes

All past receipts stored &  
emailed electronically
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20th c: land-based regulation ("on premises") 
21st c: cloud-based regulation ("reg-as-a-service")

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0

CA TX

??

??

BEFORE: MOVE TO CHANGE AFTER: CLICK TO CHANGE

LAND-BASED REGULATION CLOUD-BASED REGULATION



Cloud regulators replace boolean licensing with 
continuous stars and physical ban with digital delete.

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0

CA TX

??

??

BEFORE: MOVE TO CHANGE AFTER: CLICK TO CHANGE

LICENSE STAR RATINGBAN DELETE

LAND-BASED REGULATION CLOUD-BASED REGULATION



Cloud regulators provide regulation on the customer 
side as well, not just the producer side.

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0

CA TX

??

??

BEFORE: MOVE TO CHANGE AFTER: CLICK TO CHANGE

LAND-BASED REGULATION CLOUD-BASED REGULATION



Cloud-based regulation no longer requires 100% of 
people in region to agree on risk/reward tradeo!.

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0

BEFORE: LOCAL MONOPOLY AFTER: OPEN COMPETITION

TX

100% 0%

100% 0%

0% 100%

0% 100%TX

CA

CA

TX

30% 70%

35% 65%

55% 45%

60% 40%TX

CA

CA

CA TX

LAND-BASED REGULATION CLOUD-BASED REGULATION



Cloud regulation is not completely new.  Indeed, best 
tech companies can be considered "e-regulators".

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0

GOOGLE PAGERANK 
 Certify site quality

EBAY REPUTATION 
 Certify buyer/seller quality

AMAZON REVIEWS 
 Books - and reviewers!

GMAIL SPAM FILTER 
 Ban spammers

APPLE APP STORE 
 Certify app quality

PAYPAL ANTIFRAUD 
 Ban fraudsters



From Seeing like a State to Learning like a Machine

Seeing like a State: thresholds + "discretion" 
B/c scalable written regulation is unsophisticated, in practice often 

non-scalable unwritten regulation via personal connections.

Learning like a Machine: scalable yet subtle 
By contrast, large-scale machine learning systems are capable of 
learning subtle distinctions and adapting in real-time as changed

Learning like a Machine 
ND boundary f(x, y, …)

Seeing like a State 
1D threshold (x >$10,000)

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0



The migration is a culture clash!
STATE REGULATION NETWORK REGULATION

Pre-market review 

Design control 

Quiet period, o!-label marketing bans 

Distribution restrictions (Stark Laws)  

Cannot buy without license 

Certification (PhD, MD, JD, Series 7) 

"You can't fight city hall"

Set up website, no permission 

Update website, no permission 

Freedom of speech (social, downvotes, etc) 

A"liate marketing & referral codes 

Early adoption ok 

Software engineering requires no license 

Permissionless innovation

PRINCIPLE 4: REGULATION 2.0



So, What Does It Mean to Reinvent Regulation?
We combine these four principles to make and win a legal argument.

CHOICE 
Build to exercise jurisdictional choice

RESTRUCTURING 
Use technology to legalize demand

THE STATUS MOTIVE 
Align status incentives via PR/social

REGULATION 2.0 
Ultimately, become a better regulator



So, What Does It Mean to Reinvent Regulation?
We combine these four principles to make and win a legal argument.

CHOICE 
Find a jurisdiction to make the argument

RESTRUCTURING 
 Use tech to create a new legal argument

THE STATUS MOTIVE 
Win argument in the court of public opinion

REGULATION 2.0 
Ultimately, make the argument law
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Why is this trend happening now?

Why was regulation invented?

How is regulation being reinvented?3
4 What could we do?



Summary 
- Technology is reinventing regulation 
- Because regulation is information 
- 2010s: local physical (taxis, hotels, …) 
- 2021: federal digital (Fed, SEC, …) 
- 202X: federal physical? (FDA, FAA, …)







http://github.com/1729/content/issues

